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Abstract
WiMAX is broadband wireless system being used for long range wireless networking,
which makes this system vulnerable to security breaches. In this paperwe present
authentication scheme using ID-based signature scheme for WiMAX, which offers a
certificate-less public key verification. The proposed scheme has also increased message
processing throughput as it has used elliptic curve cryptosystem, sigencryption and
identity based cryptography.
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1. Introduction
Worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) is a fast growing
broadband access technology that enables low-cost mobile internet and
multimedia applications [1]. It has the capability to provide services in the area
that are not easy to reach for wired infrastructure and the ability to surmount the
physical restriction of traditional wired infrastructure. WiMAX is an emergent
broadband wireless technology based on IEEE 802.16 standard [2]. The motive
behind this technology is to ply fixed broadband wireless access to IP based user,
as it is optimal for the distribution of IP centric service over a wide geographical
area. The deployment of such rising broadband networks provides opportunities
for services models and new applications [3]. It can be anticipated that there are a
huge amount of services and new applications will be supplied on these
commercial broadband network. WiMAX system provides broadband access
avails to the residential and enterprise customer in an frugal way, so it’s become
very popular and growing vast day by day. Since the wireless medium is available
to all, the assaulters can easily admittance to network and the network becomes
more vulnerable for the user [4]. Therefore, the security support is highly desired
for this system. To understand WiMAX security issues, it is needed to understand
WiMAX architecture. The IEEE 802.16 protocol architecture is structured into
two main layers: the medium access control (MAC) layer [5] and the physical
(PHY) layer [5]. MAC layer is further sub divided into three parts, named as
service specific convergence sub layer, MAC common part sub layer and security
sub layer [6] depicted by this layered architecture in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The WiMAX/IEEE 802.16 Protocol Structure

In WiMAX, most of the security issues are addressed and handled in the MAC
security sub-layer [5]. The main security issues are authentication, privacy and
message integrity. So, mutual authentication of entities such as nodes, service
stations along with privacy preservation is needed in WiMAX. It is protected by
the security features such as security association and public key infrastructure [5].
Further, WiMAX security level is defined in three parts these are as
authentication, authorization and data encryption [7].

Figure 2 WiMAX/ IEEE 1.6 Protocol Security Structure

It supports three types of authentication which are handled in security sub-layer.
The first is RSA based authentication which applies X.509 certificates together
with RSA encryption. The second one is extensive authentication protocol (EAP)
based authentication in which the service station (SS) is authenticated by an X.509
certificate. The third type of authentication that the security sub-layer supports is
the RSA based authentication followed by EAP authentication. These all
authentication scheme suffer from the vulnerabilities of secret because the
distribution of public key. ID based authentication scheme proposed in this paper
overcomes this limitation. This scheme eliminates the burden of the public key
infrastructure inherent in certificate based authentication scheme.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related
work. In section 3, proposed scheme is given. Section 4 is presented analytical
evaluation and followed by conclusion in section 5.

2. Related Works
In the existing literature, clustering is the most suitable approach to extend
network the problem of authentication is well known for ad hoc networks. PKM
protocol uses RSA-1024 bit asymmetric key encryption along with one way and
three way handshakes techniques to achieve authentication [5]. The extension of
PKM and improved secure network authentication protocol (ISNAP) for IEEE
802.16 is presented in [8] and [9]. However, these approaches suffer from the
distribution of public keys. The work in [6], addresses privacy preserving mutual
authentication in WIMAX. The proposed mutual authentication scheme based on
the infrastructure and incurs the low communication cost. Several group signature
based authentication scheme is addressed in [10] and [11]. In these schemes, a
group manager, who has the group master key, can reveal the identity of the group
member and any member can sign the messages anonymously on behalf of the
group to achieve anonymity and authentication. Such a signed message is publicly
verifiable with the public key of the corresponding group. However, such schemes
are setup based. An ID-based ring signature scheme is to achieve privacy
protection with signer ambiguity feature presented in [12]. However, this scheme
does not support conditional privacy. Further, ID-based batch verification scheme
which is based on bilinear pairing is also discussed in existing literature. In this
scheme, a pseudo-ID-based one-time signature scheme is used to minimize the
transmission and verification cost of public key certificates [13]. Other security
framework for VANET using identity-based cryptography (IBC) is presented in
[14]. In this scheme, a pseudonym generation mechanism has been presented that
exploits the implicit authentication provided by IBC to generate unforgeable,
authenticated pseudonyms. This scheme works on identity-based sign encryption
which combines signing and encryption operations and at the same time produces
smaller cipher text as compared to sign and then encrypt. ID based conditional
privacy preservation authentication scheme is presented in [15]. This scheme does
not require the special one way hash function, called MaptoPoint function, in both
the signature generation and verification processes. Shim’s scheme requires heavy
computational cost in the signature phase, where three multiplication point
operations and three pairing operations are used, as the computational cost of one
pairing operation is three or more times that of a one point multiplication
operation.

3. Proposed Methodology
In this section, we propose an IBC based authentication mechanism for
WiMAX to simplify the certificate distribution problem by using signers’ identity
information as their public keys.
The proposed identity based signature scheme consists of five algorithms:
Setup, Registration, Sign, Verification and Secure Communication. The proposed
scheme has these advantages the proposed scheme does not need to use any
special one-way hash function, called MapToPoint; and there is no need for
pairing operation, the computation cost of which is three or more times than that
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of a point multiplication operation used in our scheme. By avoiding the use of
pairing operations, our proposed scheme performs better than the other ID-based
batch signature schemes. Details of each steps of algorithm are described as
follows.
Setup: Let be a large prime and be the finite field over , where is the
size of finite field. Let
be the parameters of elliptic curve
(
), where
) over . Let denote infinity. Let be
the generator point of and be the prime order of , where
. The private
key generator (PKG) randomly chooses a number
as its master private key
and then computes its corresponding public key
. After that, PKG
chooses two one-way hash function:
and
. Next,
PKG publishes
as its public parameters and keeps [19].
Registration:
When a user registers on PKG, this user first sends their chosen identity
PKG via a secure channel. Upon receiving
from the user, PKG computes
,

to

(1)
,

(2)

Corresponding for this identity , where is a random number. After that
PKG sends (
) back to the user via a secure channel.
Sign
Given a message

, a signer with an identity

computes

,

(3)
,

(4)

Where ri is a random number. ( , , ) is the signature on message
for
identity
. Notice that can be pre-computed before the signer signs a message
.
[
Where

]

(5)

is the secret key between receiver and sender.

Verification
Given a message
and its corresponding signature ( , , ), a verifier can
verify that the validity of a signature ( , , ) with the following equation
(6)
If the above equation (6) holds, it means that the signature ( , , ) is a valid
signature; otherwise, the verifier would reject the signature ( , , )
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Secure Communication
This scheme provides the secret credential for secure communication. The
credential includes the master private key, user’s identity, message identity and
session key between users. Each user, working in the network can easily hide their
details and protect them using these credentials. Once the choice is made, they
simply validate the identity-based signature on the message to verify the private
key and communicate easily.
In the following discussion, we evaluate the computation cost of our identitybased signature scheme as follows. Since the
are
small random numbers, we omit the computational cost. In our scheme the signer
with an identity
. only needs one hash function operation, one multiplication
point operation, and one multiplication operation to construct a signature ( , ,
).on the message . in the verification process, the verifier only needs two hash
function operations and three point multiplication operations to verify the validity
of the signature ( , , ).

5. Analytical Evaluation
To evaluate computation overhead of the proposed scheme, experiments were
conducted to compare computation time among with proposed work and related
works [17, 18]. Assume the notations, , time for performing a pairing operation,
, time for scalar multiplication operation,
, time for scalar multiplication
point operation. Table I shows the required execution time for different
cryptographic operations running on the given experimental platform: Core2duo
2.6 GHz machine with 2 GB RAM. We have evaluated our proposed mechanism
by crypto library MIRACL [16]. Let
, time for performing MaptoPoint
operation. The computation cost of scheme and existing scheme is given in Table
II.
Table 1. Execution Time of Cryptographic Operation
Execution Time (ms)

0.03

1.50

8.12

On the basis of above observations, we can state the following facts:

Table 2. Computation Cost of Proposed Mechanism

Yoon et al. [17]
EIBS [18]
Proposed Scheme

Signature
generation
2 TMP + TH
2TMP
TM

Signature
Verification
TMP +TH+ 2TP
TMP + 2TP +TH
TMP

Yoon scheme, EIBS scheme and proposed scheme can pre-compute the
value
before constructing one signature on a message. Thus, in terms of
signature generation, the proposed scheme has better performance than other
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existing schemes. The proposed scheme does not require any pairing operation on
signature verification and do not require ant MaptoPoint operation.

6. Conclusion
In this paper a ID based authentication mechanism is addressed for security
management in WiMAX. The proposed scheme is based on identity-based batch signature
scheme and does not use any MaptoPoint operation and pairing operation. Therefore, it is
more efficient in terms of computational cost and time consumption. This scheme is
supported secret authentication, message integrity, traceability, verification and nonrepudiation. The performance analysis indicates that the proposed authentication scheme
is faster than other existing scheme. Further, another advantage of this proposed scheme is
that no special storage is required for certificates. However, batch verification for
numbers of users in WIMAX is a future scope of this work.
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